Use Rich Account Insights to Personalize
Content Experiences
Deliver highly personalized content
experiences that boost website visitor
engagement and drive conversions
73% of B2B buyers today say they want a personalized, B2C-like
customer experience, and B2B marketers rate conversion lift
as the top measure of personalization success. The challenge
for marketers seeking to personalize experiences and drive

conversions is that B2B buyers remain anonymous through
most of the buying journey, conducting independent research
across the Internet before ever filling out a form.
With 6sense and Hushly, you can uncover anonymous buying
activity, prioritize the best accounts to pursue, engage buying
teams across channels, and deliver highly personalized content
experiences and recommendations when target accounts visit
your website—whether or not they’ve ever filled out a form.

Uncover Demand for
Your Solutions

Prioritize Accounts
and Actions

Engage the Entire
Buying Team

Convert Website
Visitors

Uncover accounts that are
in-market to buy, whether
those accounts are known
to you or anonymous, and
know what topics they
care most about.

Identify accounts that meet
your ideal customer profile
(ICP) and know where they
are on the buying journey
so you can target the right
buyers.

Orchestrate engagement
with the entire buying
team across channels
to educate, engage, and
move them through the
funnel.

Increase conversions by
delivering personalized
content experiences
and recommendations
based on deep account
insights.

“Hushly and 6Sense together helped us increase our content
engagement and more importantly helped us obtain a
significant lift in our website conversions. This combination
helped us increase opportunities and measurable closed
won business. Because of those results we’ve been able to
consolidate and refine our marketing tech stack.”

Rauli Garcia

VP Strategic Marketing, Sage Intacct

Powering Engagement at
Leading Enterprises
The joint 6sense + Hushly solution has enabled
leading financial management software company Sage
Intacct to increase lead conversions 122% by offering
personalized and relevant content to in-market buyers
on the Sage Intacct website.

How it Works
When accounts land on your website, it’s essential to meet
them where they are on their buying journey by delivering
personalized content experiences that educate, engage,
and generate conversions—even if they’re anonymous,
first-time visitors.
The 6sense Account Engagement Platform uncovers
accounts that are in-market for your solutions, identifies the
most valuable accounts and contacts, and predicts the ideal
times to pursue them. Next, 6sense orchestrates engagement
with the best accounts, dynamically delivering the right
message to the right person at the right time.

As buyers progress through the purchase journey and visit
your website, Hushly leverages 6sense’s rich account data
and patented time-based predictions to deliver personalized
content experiences and recommendations that result in more
time on-site, increased conversions, and higher quality leads.
When prospects convert on your website, Hushly also verifies
email ownership and employment status, acquires GDPR
consent, enriches contact data, and creates a record
in marketing automation and CRM.
With 6sense and Hushly, marketers can identify, target,
and reach the best accounts that are in-market to buy—and
generate more high quality, human-verified conversions.

6sense + Hushly In Action
Joint customers of Hushly and 6sense can uncover anonymous buyer behavior, prioritize the right leads and accounts to pursue,
engage buyers across channels, and generate more engagement and leads on their website.

6sense uncovers
anonymous buying
signals on your
website and across
the B2B web,
matches those
signals to accounts,
and captures the
topics they care
most about.

Dynamic, always-on
segments change
as engagement,
behavior, or data
changes, enabling
you to dynamically
activate campaigns
with ever-changing
audiences across
any channel.

When accounts
visit your website,
Hushly gets rich
account data from
6sense in real
time, including
firmographics,
buying stage
predictions, and
6sense segments.

Hushly instantly
offers personalized
and relevant,
account-specific
content based
on 6sense data,
providing you with
higher content
engagement and
quality opt-in leads.

With 6sense and
Hushly, you can
identify, target, and
engage in-market
accounts early in
the buying journey
and convert them
to high quality
leads when they
visit your website.

About 6sense

About Hushly

The 6sense Account Engagement Platform helps B2B organizations
achieve predictable revenue growth by putting the power of AI, big data,
and machine learning behind every member of the revenue team. 6sense
uncovers anonymous buying behavior, prioritizes accounts for sales and
marketing, and enables them to engage resistant buying teams with
personalized, multi-channel, multi-touch campaigns. 6sense helps revenue
teams know everything they need to know about their buyers so they can
easily do anything needed to generate more opportunities, increase deal
size, get into opportunities sooner, and compete and win more often.

Hushly is a content engagement, lead conversion, and lead enrichment
platform that enables b2b marketers to capture more leads from their
existing web traffic. Hushly’s all in one marketing platform integrates with
any web or landing page technology—with no programming required. Our
unique pay for performance business model and lead conversion focus
guarantees a 51% lead conversion lift.
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